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As Honorary Chair of the Encore! Dance Hall of Fame, it gives me pride to witness and to 
experience the recognition of Canadian dance artists’ manifold contributions to our richly 
layered cultural landscape. I am also thrilled to have been chosen as one of the inductees 
for the inaugural year of the event. Our vibrant and diverse community of dance creators 
reflects a level of excellence that gives us a unique “Canadian” voice, which is celebrated 
in the top international echelons of dance.

The Encore! Dance Hall of Fame event was launched on March 25th, 2018 at the Globe 
and Mail Event Centre. It was seminal in that it exuberantly and powerfully validated the 
over thirty-year achievements of its instigators, Dance Collection Danse. What has always 
propelled DCD is the sharing of the breadth and diversity, the spirit and soul of Canadian 
dance artists of all disciplines and backgrounds. 

The eclectic crowd gave us a full house, made up of arts and business leaders, patrons, 
artists – each and all making delightful discoveries about the range and extent of Canada’s 
distinctive dance legacy. The enthusiasm of the response and the feedback we continue to 
receive suggests that this is an event unlike any other on the Toronto calendar. 

The location was unparallelled, the induction ceremony emotional, and the electricity of 
the spontaneous, live performances throughout the event offered an unforgettable expe-
rience. 

With this hugely successful launch, we now look forward to growing Encore! Dance Hall 
of Fame into an annual opportunity to gather together from across the country and to 
celebrate Canada’s rich culture as embodied by dance. 

Encore! Dance Hall of Fame is a landmark event that will carry cachet for any organi-
zation associated with it. We hope we can count you, as one of our valued sponsors, to 
enable us to flourish.
Thank you,

Veronica Tennant, C.C.

Prima Ballerina, Filmmaker, Producer/Director
Inductee for the inaugural Encore! Dance Hall of Fame 
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Canadian dance luminaries Christopher House, Peggy Baker and Paul-André Fortier  / Photo: John Gundy 



T H E  E V E N T
On March 25, 2018, Dance Collection Danse launched the Encore! Dance Hall of 
Fame at the spectacular Globe and Mail Event Centre located in downtown Toronto. This 
historic gathering was the beginning of an annual signature celebration.

The event, hosted by CBC Broadcaster Laurie Brown, honoured and celebrated 
dynamic lifelong contributions to dance in Canada by a group of remarkable individuals. 
The inductees representing Canada’s national scope of dance distinction included 
Veronica Tennant, C.C.; Danny Grossman; René Highway; Karen Jamieson; Joan and 
Jerry Lozinski; Alan Lund, O.C. and Blanche Lund; Jeanne Renaud, C.M.; Rina Singha; 
and Ola Skanks.

Presenters to the inductees included arts luminaries Micah Barnes; Louise Bédard; 
Seika Boye; Guillaume Côté; Evelyn Hart, C.C.; Paul-André Fortier, O.C.; Pamela 
Grundy; Deepti Gupta; Pierre Des Marais; and Sheila McCarthy. Live performances by 
dancers of the current generation of elite performers were highlighted throughout the 
event.

The Globe and Mail Centre location, with its extraordinary views of the city, offered a 
perfect mixture of elegance, style and accessibility. 

The Encore! Dance Hall of Fame launch exceeded all expectations of response, 
attendance and return. The inaugural event attracted sponsorships from 40 companies; 
unprecedented for a first year. Over 300 people were in attendance, including a mix of 
business, arts and entertainment industry leaders. 

The 2019 Encore! Dance Hall of Fame promises to be an even bigger success. We have 
secured the Globe and Mail Centre for March 24, 2019. Our expectation, based on 
outstanding feedback with a successful launch under our belt, is that this will be the 
must-attend signature event of the season. 

The Encore! Dance Hall of Fame is a natural progression of the work upon which DCD 
has built its reputation – as the principal home for Canadian dance history.

We hope to include you as one of our sponsors for the 2019 Encore! Dance Hall of Fame 
event. 

CLICK HERE to view video highlights from the 2018 event (courtesy of John Kerr).
CLICK HERE to visit the official Encore! Dance Hall of Fame website.
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https://www.encoredancehalloffame.com
https://www.encoredancehalloffame.com
https://youtu.be/odq7j7Lp6vQ
https://www.encoredancehalloffame.com
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As a title sponsor, you will have naming rights at a sponsorship of $35,000 per year. The 
title sponsor will have full access to all events, signage and branding at the Hall of Fame 
inductee event and recognition online and on all correspondence related to the Encore! 
Dance Hall of Fame. The title sponsor will have a full-page ad in the program. As title 
sponsor, you will be invited to an intimate pre-show meet and greet with the artists.

B E N E F I T S
• Product placement at event

• Naming rights

• Direct connectivity with desirable demographic

• Corporate logo on sponsor reel, branding and DCD/Encore!  
Dance Hall of Fame website

• Onsite recognition from stage

• Full page advertisement in the house program

• Corporate logo on step and repeat, in program and all advertising

• Pre-show meet and greet with the artists

• 8 tickets to the event
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T I T L E  S P O N S O R

( $ 3 5 , 0 0 0 )
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The audience watches Rina Singha’s induction video / Photo: John Gundy 
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Student volunteers enjoy the stunning view from the window of the Globe and Mail Centre / Photo: John Gundy 



The inductee sponsor will be acknowledged as a sponsor of the 2019 Inductees. This 
will help to offset travel and accommodations for inductees and presenters. The Inductee 
sponsor will have full access to all events, signage and branding at the Hall of Fame in-
ductee event and recognition online and on all correspondence related to the Encore! 
Dance Hall of Fame. The Inductee sponsor will have a half-page ad in the program. 

B E N E F I T S
• Product placement at event

• Direct connectivity with desirable demographic

• Corporate logo on sponsor reel, branding and DCD/Encore! Dance Hall  
of Fame website

• Onsite recognition from stage

• Half-page advertisement in the house program

• Corporate logo on step and repeat, in program and all advertising

• 4 tickets to the event
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I N D U C T E E  S P O N S O R

( $ 10 , 0 0 0 )

Guillaume Côté and students from Canada’s National Ballet School introducing 2018 inductees Jerry and Joan Lozinski  / Photo: John Gundy 
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Nicole Rose Bond and Philip McDermott performing an excerpt from Patricia Beatty’s Radical Light / Photo: John Gundy 



Digital sponsors will contribute to the production of digital assets and photography, 
including a short documentary profile on each inductee and archival work that will be 
made available online for research, education and viewing. 

Digital sponsors will be recognized in the video credits and invited to the induction cere-
mony and all events associated with the Encore! Dance Hall of Fame. 

B E N E F I T S
• Product placement at event

• Direct connectivity with desirable demographic

• Corporate logo on sponsor reel and DCD/Encore! Dance Hall of Fame website

• Logo in house program

• ¼ page ad in house program

• 4 tickets to the event
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D I G I T A L  S P O N S O R

( $ 7, 0 0 0 )

Dancer Meredith Thompson and presenter Dr. Seika Boye / Photo: John Gundy 
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The KasheDance company pose on the red carpet after their performance / Photo: John Gundy  



The performance sponsor will contribute to artists’ fees for live performances during the 
event. The performances will embrace the current generation of dance elite and potential 
future Hall of Fame inductees. Performances take place as pop-up installations through-
out the cocktail party before and after the ceremony. They offer a great addition to the 
festivities. 

B E N E F I T S
• Direct connectivity with desirable demographic

• Corporate logo on sponsor reel and DCD/Encore! Dance Hall of Fame website

• Logo in house program

• ¼ page ad in house program

• 4 tickets to the event
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P E R F O R M A N C E  S P O N S O R

( $ 5 , 0 0 0 )

Jenna Savella Stalzer performing an excerpt from Robert Binet’s 
The Dreamers Ever Leave You / Photo: John Gundy 
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Presenter Deepti Gupta (left) embraces 2018 inductee Rina Singha / Photo: John Gundy 



The award presentation sponsor will support the original piece of art to be gifted to the 
inductees. The custom sculpture designed by the Clay & Glass Institute will act as the sig-
nature gift for the honourees. The award presentation sponsor will be recognized as the 
sponsor of the artwork in the program and online and invited to the induction ceremony 
and all events associated with the Encore! Dance Hall of Fame.

B E N E F I T S
• Direct connectivity with desirable demographic

• Corporate logo on sponsor reel and DCD/Encore! Dance Hall of Fame website

• Logo in house program

• ¼ page ad in house program

• 2 tickets to the event
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AWA R D  P R E S E N T A T I O N  S P O N S O R

( $ 3, 0 0 0 )
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The Encore! Dance Hall of Fame awards / Photo: Michael Ripley
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Laurie Brown, host of the 2018 Encore! Dance Hall of Fame induction ceremony / Photo: John Gundy



In-Kind sponsorships will be recognized through logos and branding at the event as
well as on the DCD/Encore! Dance Hall of Fame website and social media.

Depending on the value of the sponsorship this opportunity could also include placement 
on the step and repeat and an advertisement in the house program. 

B E N E F I T S  (to be assessed by value)
• Product placement at event

• Direct connectivity with desirable demographic

• Corporate logo on sponsor reel and DCD/Encore! Dance Hall of Fame website

• Product placement at event
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I N - K I N D  S P O N S O R S H I P

2018  inductee Danny Grossman celebrating with presenter Pamela Grundy / Photo: John Gundy
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Click on the links below to view media coverage of the event.

• CTV News Channel 

• Globe and Mail

• The Dance Current

• Nuvo Magazine

• Classical 96.3

2 018  M E D I A  C O V E R A G E

T E S T I M O N I A L S

When John and I accepted the invitation to attend the Encore! Dance Hall of Fame event in order 
to honour our friends, Joan and Jerry Lozinski, we had no idea of the type of event it would be. It was 
spectacular in every way. After living in Toronto for my whole long life and having been interested in 
dance for more than 55 of those years, I was amazed to see and hear about the diverse group of dance 
artists who have been forerunners in our collective Canadian Dance Community for all that time.

Elaine Solway (attendee) 

It was a perfectly spectacular gala. To have the great honour to see Evelyn Hart perform in this decade 
of her life was tremendously spellbinding. Thank-you DCD for the great venue, lovely food, fabulous 
videos and the wonderful speakers who introduced each inductee. It was a magical event.

Mary Mason (attendee)

In my long life I’ve attended a few other similar events, none of which came close to this wonder-
ful event. Having the great variety of performances was a big plus. The videos were excellent and 
perfectly timed and delivered to the screen. No one seemed in a hurry to get home which is a good 
test.

Robert Johnston (Former General Manager, National Ballet of Canada)
 
As a sponsor for the 2018 Encore! Dance Hall of Fame event, we were honoured to be associated with 
a top level event that placed us in front of decision makers from the arts and entertainment industry. 
We see this as an opportunity that will only grow as the event will inevitably increase in stature due 
to the successful execution of the launch. For Naked Creative, this is the kind of sponsorship that we 
like to be associated with. 

Peter Shier – President, Naked Creative Consultancy

For further information please contact:
Vickie Fagan

T:416 365 3233
C: 647 968 3277

vickie@dcd.ca

https://www.ctvnews.ca/video?clipId=1350636&playlistId=1.3848122&binId=1.810401&playlistPageNum=1&binPageNum=1
https://www.facebook.com/DanceCollectionDanse1/photos/a.134392778346.110008.14927618346/10155788115083347/?type=3&theater
http://www.thedancecurrent.com/news-article/honouring-canadian-dance-history
http://nuvomagazine.com/culture/encore-dance-hall-fame-launche
http://classicalfm.ca/station-blog/2018/03/22/micah-barnes-chats-encore-dance-hall-fame-mike-jean/
mailto:vickie@dcd.ca
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T H E  2 019  I N D U C T E E S  A R E . . .

Karen Kain, C.C., O.Ont.
As a ballerina of the National Ballet of Canada, Karen Kain inspired 
dancers and audiences for over three decades. A favourite of some 
of the world’s most prominent choreographers, she premiered many 
new and important works during her time as a dancer. As artistic 
director, she has continued to guide the National Ballet elegantly 
through its seventh decade.

Toronto Dance Theatre Founders
Patricia Beatty, David Earle and Peter Randazzo helped ignite Canada’s modern dance 
boom of the 1970s. They founded Toronto Dance Theatre in 1968, which provided a 
vehicle for their deeply humanistic and passionate choreographic works while also train-
ing new generations of modern dancers. Patricia and David continue to contribute to 
Canada’s choreographic canon.

Patricia Beatty, C.M.
Patricia Beatty’s deeply personal body of work has explored such areas as feminine ener-
gy, spirituality and environmental rescue.

David Earle, C.M.
Known for his profound humanism, David Earle founded Dancetheatre David Earle in 1996 
and has built a repertoire of more than 150 works making him one of Canada’s most prolific 
choreographers.

Peter Randazzo
Peter Randazzo adopted Canada as his home in the late 1960s where he developed cho-
reography that could be technically gruelling, passionate and intense but also humorous 
and light-hearted.

Photo Credits: Karen Kain by Karolina Kuras / Patricia Beatty and Peter Randazzo by Andrew Oxenham / David Earle by Frank Richards
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Françoise Sullivan, O.C., C.Q.
Françoise Sullivan is one of the signatories of the Automatist mani-
festo Le Refus Global (1948) and contributed the first philosophical 
treatise on dance in Canada: “La danse et l’espoir”. Her work as a 
dancer and choreographer within the Automatist movement contrib-
uted some of the most original dance in the country.

Louise Lecavalier, O.C.
Louise Lecavalier took the 1980s dance scene by storm dancing 
with La La La Human Steps. Her power as a performer broke gen-
der barriers demonstrating the strength and athleticism of female 
dancers. Through her company Fou glorieux, she continues to per-
form both her own work and that of other choreographers.

Chief Kenneth Harris and 
Elder Margaret Harris
Ken and Margaret Harris established the Dancers of Damelahamid 
in 1967 playing a significant role in ensuring that West Coast Indig-
enous dance practices that had once been banned would not be lost 
forever. Together, they trained the next generation of dancers who 
continue the company’s work today. 

Lois Brown
Lois Brown is a cross-disciplinary artist in St. John’s. As a performer, 
director, teacher, dramaturg and mentor, she has been instrumental 
in the growth of postmodern dance and performance in Newfound-
land. Her work mixes movement, sound, text and props in often 
humorous and satirical ways. 

Leonard Gibson
Leonard Gibson is the first-known Canadian to train with Afro-Carib-
bean dancer/anthropologist Katherine Dunham and teach her work 
in Canada. He created the first mixed-race variety television show to 
air on CBC and was the only African-Canadian choreographer to 
present work in the 1950s Canadian Ballet Festivals.

T H E  2 019  I N D U C T E E S  A R E . . .

Photo Credits: Françoise Sullivan by Galerie UQAM / Louise Lecavalier by Massimo Chiaradia / 
                    Lois Brown by Kenneth J. Harvey
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T H E  2 019  I N D U C T E E S  A R E . . .

Menaka Thakkar
Menaka Thakkar has played a major role in the growth of several 
classical Indian dance forms in Canada. She worked to educate au-
diences and the professional dance scene to build a foundation for 
bharatanatyam-based contemporary artists. Her collaborations have 
synthesized Indian and Western dance forms.

COMMUNITY BUILDERS: 
Ivan Fecan and Sandra Faire
In addition to their long list of achievements in broadcast media, 
Ivan Fecan and Sandra Faire are generous philanthropists contribut-
ing to worthwhile organizations in the arts, education and medicine, 
including The National Ballet of Canada, Canada’s National Ballet 
School, the Art Gallery of Ontario, the Four Seasons Centre and 
York University.

TRAILBLAZERS: 
Chief Red Crow, Gail Grant, Amy Sternberg
Chief Red Crow, leader of the Blood Tribe of the Kainai Nation, found ways to fool the 
government’s Indian Agents and keep his nation’s banned dances alive. 

Regina-born Gail Grant became a dancer with New York’s Radio City Music Hall Ballet 
and a sought-after teacher. She was the first Canadian to write a technical manual for 
ballet — in print now for almost 70 years.

Amy Sternberg was one of Toronto’s early theatrical dance teachers who created ex-
travagant pageants during World War I and started Canada’s first-known dance teacher 
training program.
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Photo Credits: Chief Red Crow by Steele & Co., courtesy of United Church of Canada Archives, 93.049P1009



In 1986, under the banner ENCORE! ENCORE!, Lawrence and Miriam Adams 
launched an historic project to reconstruct and preserve choreographies created by  
Canadian dance artists working in the 1940s and 1950s. Works from six Canadian 

choreographers were chosen based on existing records and the availability of 
the original choreographer and/or dancers. It was the first such project 

to acknowledge the foundation of dance history in Canada.  

 
Dance Collection Danse is the only caretaker of a comprehensive Canadian dance 
archives, museum and research centre. Dance educators, artists and the public depend 
on the extensive expertise available at DCD – in existence for over 30 years. As DCD 

is not connected directly to other dance organizations, it is perfectly situated to 
mount and maintain a Canadian Dance Hall of Fame. 


